




















IV. PHENOMENOLOGY

These models predict a rich spectrum of light exotics
which can be detected in the next generation of collider
experiments. These include

• the right-handed gauge bosons, which have masses
not to exceed a few TeV, and which couple with
the same strength as the gauge bosons of SU(2)L,

• the vector-like quarks TL and TR which are ex-
pected to have masses of several hundred GeV

• the charged pseudo-Goldstones from HR and ĤR,
which have masses not to exceed a few hundred
GeV

• the neutral pseudo-Goldstone from HR and ĤR

which also has mass of order a hundred GeV

A detailed study of the collider signatures of this model
is left for future work. Since ĤL → −ĤL is an exact
symmetry of the model the neutral component of this
field is a natural dark matter candidate.

We now turn to the question of how neutrino masses
are generated in this model. Dirac neutrino masses
arise from the operator [(LRH†

RHLLL/Λ) + h.c.]

while the operator [(LRĤRĤRLR)/Λ + h.c.] generates
a Majorana mass for the right-handed neutrinos. This
allows the SM neutrinos to get a Majorana mass of the
right size through the see-saw mechanism [20], provided
the coefficient of the operator which generates the Dirac
neutrino mass is small ∼ 10−5.

In summary we have constructed a new class of
twin Higgs models based on parity-symmetric left-
right models which stabilize the weak scale against
radiative corrections up to scales of order 5 TeV. These
theories make definite predictions for exotic particles
that can be detected in the next generation of collider
experiments, and admit a natural dark matter candidate.
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APPENDIX A: 2 LOOP DIAGRAMS

In [10] it was pointed out that in the strong coupling
limit of the linear model one expects two loop contribu-
tions to the U(4) violating quartic, |HL|4+|HR|4, of order
g2. One can see that such contributions might be present
by inspecting 2-loop diagrams such as those of Figure 1
that are of order g2λ2/(16π2)2 and taking λ to its NDA
value of (4π)2. The presence of such a large quartic would
imply that in the strong coupling limit the Higgs mass in
our model (and in the model of [9]) is close to the upper
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FIG. 1: Representative graphs that contribute at order
g2λ2/(16π2)2. Summing all such diagrams yields an SU(4)
symmetric quartic.

bound allowed by precision electroweak data. Moreover
the exact Higgs mass would be uncalculable. In this
appendix we show that summing all of the relevant 2-
loop graphs in fact yields a U(4) symmetric quartic. In
the next appendix we show that this is not an accident
but can be understood as a consequence of a symmetry
argument which can be extended to all loop orders.

The 2-loop diagrams that will potentially contribute
at order g2 may be divided into four subcategories as
follows: (a) the gauge boson connects between two
external legs, (b) the gauge boson connects an internal
and an external scalar leg, (c) the gauge boson connects
to a common internal leg, thus correcting the scalar
propagator, and (d) the gauge boson connects between
two different internal legs. A representative of each group
is shown in Figure 1. Because only the SU(2)L×SU(2)R

subgroup of U(4) is gauged, we only consider diagrams
where the gauge bosons are exchanged between a pair
of fields labeled L or R and not when the exchange is
between L and R. Note that we can ignore contribution
form B − L gauge boson exchange because the B − L
charges of the Higgs fields respect U(4).

To show that the 2-loop quartic is U(4) symmetric
we can factor a common phase space integral from
each category of diagrams and focus our attention to
symmetry factors, signs, and group theory coefficients.
In particular, a relative sign difference between diagrams
arises when a gauge boson is exchanged between two
H ’s versus the case where it is exchanged between an
H and an H†. In order to show that the quartic is U(4)
symmetric we need to show that the |HL|2|HR|2 quartic
is twice as large as the |HL|4.

The quartics arising from graphs of type (a) are 1-
loop corrections to to an already U(4) symmetric (1-loop)
quartic due to the derivative interaction of the gauge
boson. It is then sufficient to show that the |HL|4 and
|HL|2|HR|2 are renormalized in the same way. There
are 6 diagrams with identical kinematics that contribute
to |HL|4, however two of them have a relative minus
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